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Learning Objectives
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Understanding the types and basic nature of critical environments.
How spatial geometry and the tool set characteristics combine to
affect design approaches.
Define and describe “driven” and “non driven” mechanical systems
and their impact on specific critical room environments.
How sustainable energy sources can enhance critical space
performance.
Provide examples of design approaches and control strategies.
Provide examples and descriptions of sensors and instrumentation
used and their applications.
Review examples of temperature tolerances and extended time scale
stability achievements over the past 10 years.
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Precision Environmental Control
Precision control of laboratory space environments has become increasingly
more important as technology has pushed the envelope of accuracy in scientific
investigation.
Precise measurements and observations at smaller
dimensional regimes have increased the burden on
environmental control systems to maintain stable
space conditions:
•

To provide accuracy and repeatability of
measurements

•

Enhance the ability to focus and align
instrumentation.

•

To obtain the stable conditions required for
production of uniform product whose characteristics
and properties are dependent on environmental
space conditions.
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Initial Step - Establishing Operating Criteria
▪
▪

Define geometry of occupied space
Allowable operating temperature
range
This Presentation will focus primarily on
▪ Allowable range of temperature
temperature
fluctuations stability and control.
▪ Allowable drift vs time dependency
We will also provide some supplemental
▪ Acoustical consideration
information regarding sustainable applications
▪ Vibration criteria and critical
for improving temperature control and improving
frequencies
space acoustical characteristics.
▪ Space cleanliness
▪ Allowable humidity ranges
▪ Optical consideration
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Spatial Geometry and Scientific Tool Characteristics
▪ Spatial geometry and the operating characteristics of the tool set interact to
define unique overall properties of the laboratory/tool construct.
– Plays a major role in the design of the mechanical systems.

▪ This presentation is limited to broad categories of space and tool properties
– to simplify and illustrate the nature and process used in understanding the drivers and
potential solutions to the environmental control issues.

▪ Space Types – two categories will be considered:
– High bay spaces where tool sets occupy only a small percentage of the available vertical
height
– Conventional spaces with more conventional lower ceiling heights.

▪ Tool sets - examine two cases:
– steady state and non-steady state operation.
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Spatial Geometry
▪ Spatial geometry
– Influences temperature stability with regard to both:
• Air temperature stratification
• Thermal Inertia

▪ High Bay Spaces
– Can take advantage of temperature stratification yielding an inherently more
stable space.
• Location of exhaust /return air paths is less critical in the overall system design
• Design of supply air distribution system with respect to exhaust is simplified

▪ Conventional Spaces
– The location of exhaust / return air points and arrangement are more critical.

– Supply air distribution patterns and velocities require more careful mapping and
require greater consideration of the interrelationship to exhaust air design.
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Steady and Non Steady State Conditions
▪ Tool set operation can create either a steady or non steady state
output of energy and impose varying magnitudes of heat
generation.

– For simplification we look at two broad categories:
• Case 1 –
» Steady state moderate to high heat output
» and non steady state low heat output.
• Case 2 –
» Non steady state high heat output.
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Case 1 Tool Sets
▪ In designing the mechanical system:
• Understand the geometry of the “occupied space”
» Scientific tools and support structures.

Case 1
➢ Steady state low load
➢ Steady state high load
➢ Non steady state low load

• Determine the space’s natural equilibrium
temperature.
• Provide a “non-driven” system.
» “Right size” system components.
» Balance flowrates against supply
temperatures.
» Use moderate temperature differentials
between set point and source.

• Apply “mixed air distribution” techniques ,
» for air cooled spaces, apply air jet mapping.
» for non steady state supply air and
induced airflow is sufficient to absorb a
load spikes.
Illustration of Mixed Air Distribution
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Case 2 Tool Sets - Non Steady State Large Loads
▪ The design must be capable of maintaining stability under large load spikes :
– Cannot rely solely on control loops and response to the offset error.
– Must utilize systems of sufficient thermal inertia to accommodate large
impulsive changes.
– For large stepped increases in load:
• Air distribution relies on unidirectional flow to establish the required system inertia.
• Flowrates are sufficient to absorb large instantaneous heat gains with changes in
temperature well within the defined tolerances.
• Supply air temperatures should be controlled to less than ½ of the allowable space
or equipment temperature tolerance.

– Consider the effects of the higher flow rates required to offset larger loads.
• Flow rates are on the order of or greater than those experienced in clean room
applications.
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Non Steady State Large Load Conditions with
Unidirectional Air Flow
Tsa = Supply Air Temperature Set Point
ΔTsa = Supply Air Temperature Tolerance
Tsp = Room Temperature Set Point
ΔTsp = Room Temperature Tolerance

Supply air temperature set point is
determined from the following equation:
Tsa = Tsp – 0.25(ΔTsp)

At the extreme tolerance range the available
cooling is a function of the supply air room
temperature tolerances.
Unidirectional Air Flow Cooling
High Heat Load Non Steady State
Instrument
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Non Steady State Large Load Conditions with
Non steady state high heat situations require high airflow rates. The
chart below illustrates this and compares this to air change rates typically
found in clean room applications.
Air Flow Rates for High Heat Non Steady State Critical Temperature Control Environments
Equipment / Tool Set
Heat Gain
watts/sq. ft. Btuh/sq. ft.
2.00
6.82
4.00
13.65
6.00
20.47
8.00
27.30
10.00
34.12
12.00
40.94
14.00
47.77
16.00
54.59
18.00
61.42
20.00
68.24

Supply Air Flow Rate (CFM/sq. ft.) at
Allowable Space Temperature Tolerance (deg F)
2.00
6
13
19
25
32
38
44
51
57
63

Room Air Change Rate per Hour* at
Allowable Space Temperature Tolerance (deg F)

1.50
1.00
0.50
2.00
1.50
8
13
25
32
42
17
25
51
63
84
25
38
76
95
126
34
51
101
126
168
42
63
126
158
211
51
76
152
190
253
59
88
177
221
295
67
101
202
253
337
76
114
227
284
379
84
126
253
316
421
*Table based on a room with a 12 foot room height
Class 1 / ISO 3 and beyond
Equivalent Class 1,000 / ISO 6
Equivalent Class 10 / ISO 4
Equivalent Class 10,000 / ISO 7
Equivalent Class 100/ ISO 5
Equivalent Class 100,000 / ISO 8

1.00
63
126
190
253
316
379
442
505
569
632

0.50
126
253
379
505
632
758
885
1011
1137
1264
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Applications for High Heat Generation Tools
Liquid Cooling Systems
▪

For applications where air flow becomes excessive, liquid cooling can be applied.
– Less emphasis on spatial geometry to achieve tool operating specification.
– Use “non over driven system;” right sized components.
– Balance water temperature differentials against volumetric flow rates.
• Consider water temperatures with respect to space air temperature.
• Establish allowable mean operating temperature.
• Careful evaluation and characterization of control vales, heat exchangers, and sensors.

APS Vacuum Chamber Cooling Skids – Typical 20
▪

Design Parameters and System Description
▪ 50 GPM/system deionized process cooling water.
▪ Supply temperature 78 °F ±0.01°F
▪ 0.5 micron filtration
▪ Chilled water heat exchanger to control
temperature
▪ Controlled Allen-Bradley Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC)
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Water System Temperature Stability
Proper control valve selection
coupled with “non overdriven”
design is essential in meeting
extremely tight source temperature
tolerance specifications.

Vacuum Chamber Skid
Flow Diagram
Storage Ring Sector 14 Process Water Supply Temperature
Argonne National Laboratory
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“Right Sizing” Control Device Selection
`

Select valve performance
based on characteristics
that provide a near linear
heat transfer response to
control output.

Valve selection should be
considered over the total
potential flow range with
majority of average flow
range between 50 to 70%
output.
The valve selected should
have minimal distortion of
the characteristic curve
over all anticipated
system differential
pressures.
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Water System Temperature Stability
Careful control valve selection coupled with non overdriven design can achieve
order of magnitude tighter tolerances than achieved with air cooling systems.
Vacuum Chamber Skid S14
• Pre tuning temperature tolerance = +/- 0.050⁰F
• Post tuning temperature tolerance = +/-0.005⁰F

Post
upgrade
and tuning

6 Years of trend data
APS Tunnel Temperature Stability

10 days of trend data
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Operating Strategies - Coupled and Decoupled Temperature Control
In a “coupled loop” multiple devices operate sequentially in response to control error.

In a “decoupled loop” processes are separated into independent loops. The
difference is a reduction in the time of response to the error in the temperature.

In the coupled
scenario two
processes comprise
the control loop.

In the de-coupled
scenario a single
process (reheat)
reacts to the error.

•

•

Control response
is contained
within a single
loop.

•

Response is
through a single
device.

•

The cooling air
flow rate
modulates in
response to the
space
temperature error.
If this is
insufficient then
the reheat coil
response begins.
Argonne National Laboratory
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Examples of Decoupled Temperature Control Stability
APS Magnet Measurement Lab:
2000 sq. ft. space with a 20 foot ceiling
height.

APS High Bay:
350,000 sq. ft. with a 30 foot
ceiling height
Argonne National Laboratory
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Examples of Decoupled Temperature Control Stability
To the left is an illustration of space
temperature stability for a a semi
steady state process:
• Peak cooling load ~ 6 watts/sq. ft.
• Ceiling height ~ 20 feet
• Occupied space air motion is
induced/ convective.

To the right is an illustration of space
temperature stability for a single zone in a
large open high bay space containing semi
steady state processes:
• Relatively small loads < 2 watts/ sq. ft.
• Ceiling height ~ 30 feet
• Occupied space air motion is
induced/convective.
Argonne National Laboratory
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Room Temperature (deg F)
67.75

Magnet Measurement Laboratory Space Temperature
and Reheat Coil Output vs. Time

67.00
30

66.75
25

66.50

66.25
20

66.00
15

65.75
10

65.25

MM1.RM-TEMP.Trend (deg F)

Reheat Valve Output (% Open)

Examples of Space Temperature Control Performance
40

67.50
35

67.25

65.50

5

Date and Time (10 minute intervals)

MM1.RH-VLV1.Trend (% open)
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Temperature Control Performance with Perturbation
Affect of system temperature perturbation
for de-coupled space temperature control.

Magnet Measurement Lab
with high (20 foot) vertical
space geometry
Argonne National Laboratory
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Instrumentation and Measurement
▪

Sensor and Instrument Selection Considerations:
– Precision and Resolution
– Response Time
– Output and data transmission

▪
▪

Some guiding principals, devices and techniques we have applied include:
Sensor Resolution:
– For small tolerance, it is necessary to detect temperature changes at least ten times
smaller than the desired tolerance band.

▪

Sensor Mass:
– The mass of the sensor will cause a time delay in reflecting the actual temperature
change of the controlled variable.
– Use the smallest mass sensor possible.

Illustration of reduced sensor mass:
• 1/4 versus 1/8 inch RTD along
with analog sensor transmitter.

Transmitter
Sensors

Argonne National Laboratory
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Instrumentation and Measurement

▪

Sensor Transmitters:
– with analog-to-digital (A-D) converters that divide the useful range of the RTD) by the
number of bits available.
– For a 16-bit A-D converter transmitter with a 16°F temperature range the resolution is
approximately 16/2E15=0.000488°F.
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Sustainable Application of Low Grade Waste Heat
for Improved Temperature Control
▪

Low grade waste (LGW) heat provide an excellent heat source for critical
temperature control applications. These “lower energy content” sources can
play an important role in inhibiting system overdrive.
– Key to consistent temperature stability, especially where conditions are susceptible to
perturbation is the design of “non driven” systems that are inherently stable.
– Magnitude of excursions are limited by the magnitude of the temperature of the heat
source.

Example of the performance of a robust
LGW heat source used for reheat.

APS Electron Storage Ring

▪ APS Electron Storage Ring tunnel.
▪ 40,000 square foot tunnel on grade with a
small cross sectional area to length ratio.
▪ Original system designed for operating
conditions requiring 3 times more heat
than current conditions.
▪ Uses LGW heat at 81° F
▪ Temperature stability of + 0.1 F with
typical perturbation recovery between 30
to 120 minutes.
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Sustainable Application of Low Grade Waste Heat
for Improved Temperature Control
Example of temperature control
achieved by low grade (81 F)
waste heat applied to space
reheat.
• 1800 sq ft zone
• Average Tech Equipment
Cooling Load = 5 Kw
• Ceiling Height ~ 12 feet
• Quasi steady state operation

Perturbation Test:
• Temperature upstream
of the reheat coil given a
stepped decrease of 5°F.
• Equivalent to an 8 Kw
stepped change in heat
output or approximately
4.5 watts/sq. ft.
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Clean Room Applications – Leveraging Variable Air
Volume Techniques
▪

High clean room air flow rates can
present problems for both space
acoustics and temperature control.
– Large air flow rates create
excessive noise that can disrupt
sensitive microscopes and other
tools.
– High air exchange rates can
exasperate space temperature
stability if control devices over and
under respond to error offsets.
▪ Application of real time particle
counters to control space air flow
rates based on particle burden
together with “de-coupled” control
systems can diminish acoustical
interference and reduce temperature
excursions.

Electrical Energy Savings can
be impressive*.
*Building 440, Center For Nanoscale Materials.

Performance of Variable Air Volume Clean Room HVAC

AHU Tag
606
607
608
609
610
611
612

hp
30
30
30
20
20
20
20

Yearly KW Hours =

Design Condtions
design
bhp
Equiv KW
22.53
16.9
22.53
16.9
22.53
16.9
13.02
9.8
13.02
9.8
13.02
9.8
9.8
13.02
786,232 Design

Actual conditions
Data over the 60 hour recording period:

act bhp
1.5
1.3
1.6
2.8
2.3
2.3
2.9

Equiv KW
1.1
1.0
1.2
2.1
1.7
1.7
2.2

Temperature set point =

70.00 deg F

Mean Temperature =

70.01 deg F

Standard deviation =

0.08 deg F

Variance =

0.01 deg F

Max Temp Variation =

0.44 deg F

96,360 Actual
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Conclusions
✓ Space geometry has a significant influence on temperature stability and can be used to the
advantage of the designer in achieving design goals.

✓ Understanding the attributes of the scientific equipment is essential in establishing the
foundation for the mechanical system design.
✓ Overly robust systems can induce environmental instability; designs should leverage, to the
greatest extent possible, an environment’s natural equilibrium state.
✓ Over reliance on automated controls can result in performance outside of the specified
envelope.
✓ Instrumentation must be selected with resolution sufficient to accurately measure the
process variables within the desired range of tolerance.
✓ Sensors elements must be carefully selected to minimize system dead time and provide the
necessary repeatability.

✓ Sustainable system design while reducing energy consumption can enhance environmental
temperature, acoustical, and vibration performance.
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Questions?
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